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This was published 12 years ago

Rudd's report card a tale of highs and
lows

By Claire Smith

October 27, 2008 — 12.00am

THE review of the Northern Territory Emergency Response a year after it
was introduced by the Howard government provides an opportunity to
review Kevin Rudd's approach to indigenous issues. While Rudd scores an A
for keeping his election promises, he gets an F for communication.

Before he was elected, the then leader of federal Labor promised to continue
Howard's intervention. As Prime Minister he extended Howard's blanket
approach, supporting laws that discriminate according to race, rather than
behaviour. He extended welfare quarantining to an additional 13
communities, and he fulfilled promises to reintroduce a slightly amended
permit system � which extended exemptions to certain government agents,
and to journalists � and to reinstate the Community Development
Employment Program, which had been extended in the early stages of his
incumbency.

Though he had committed his Government to endorsing the United Nation's
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Kevin Rudd chose to
postpone this rather than dilute the NT Emergency Response through
pulling it back within the provisions of the Racial Discrimination Act �
something that would have to be done before he could endorse the
declaration, since the emergency response breaches around half of its 46
articles.

Now that the review board's report has been submitted, Rudd could bring
the emergency response back into line with the act, which would free him to
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pursue his promise regarding the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples.

So, our Prime Minister gets an A for keeping his election promises.
Unfortunately, he is not doing so well in the core subject of communication.
Though he put in some effort at the beginning, through the establishment
of an indigenous reference group for the intervention, the Prime Minister
has failed in communication.

In its terms of reference to the review board, the Government had declared
its intention that "Indigenous interests be engaged to ensure effective policy
development and implementation processes".

As the board's report points out, effective engagement starts with effective
communication, based on a real understanding and appreciation of the
cultural setting in which that engagement takes place.

So far, the Prime Minister has made no serious effort in this area. My own
study found that even after 12 months the majority of Aboriginal people in
the Katherine East region do not have an understanding of some basic
aspects of the intervention, such as the role of the community employment
broker and the existence of five-year leases over their lands. Similar results
were found by studies in other regions, including one conducted by the
Central Land Council.

Prior to his election, Rudd stated that: "Federal Labor's approach is to move
forward in a reciprocal partnership with indigenous Australians. We will
earn their trust by showing our real commitment to delivering a more
sustainable future for indigenous children, and the communities they live
in."

So far, the Federal Government has failed to develop any kind of reciprocal
partnership with indigenous Territorians, but as this pre-election statement
was simply political-speak, rather than a clear promise, his failure here does
not affect Rudd's A for keeping his promises.

Indigenous Affairs Minister Jenny Macklin has now said that compulsory
income management will be retained. This is contrary to advice given by the
review board and so compounds concern about the government's capacity to
engage effectively with Aboriginal communities.

The Government's response to criticisms of the store cards used to
implement income management is to introduce the new "Basics Card". In
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order to find out how much money they can spend on food people are
expected to phone an automated system and key in a 16-digit number,
followed by a four digit pin number. This process would be fraught with
difficulty for most of us. It will be impossible for many Aboriginal people
from remote communities, a significant number of whom are illiterate.

This proposal calls into question the capacity of the Rudd Labor
Government to understand the magnitude of the communication problems
involved in the intervention, much less deal with them.

The review board report concludes that the challenge for government
involves developing the capacity to engage with Aboriginal communities
genuinely, respectfully and mindful of Aboriginal culture, and of inviting
the active participation of Aboriginal communities in the determination of
their own future. This would require a radical change in the way the
Government shapes its communication policies. There must be cultural
training for community service providers, geared to the specific situation in
each community, as well as a combination of community incentives and
disincentives.

Overall comments on Rudd's intervention report card? "Great potential. Has
taken on a huge workload, and gets distracted from key subject areas at
times. Needs to focus on the NTER in the near future."

Claire Smith is a visiting professor with the Institute of Advanced Study for
Humanity at the University of Newcastle. Her home institution is Flinders
University. With Gary Jackson, she is the author of A Community Based
Review of the Northern Territory Emergency Response.


